
Managed Document Review
Secure, scalable review solutions 
powered by technology 
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Review challenges
The need for document review services can be triggered by a number of events, including: litigation, internal investigations or 
regulatory requirements. Regardless of the trigger, they all require significant time, technology and trained professionals to work 
through volumes of data within challenging timeframes. It is generally the most time-consuming and costly1 element of the wider 
electronic discovery (eDiscovery) process.

High costs are traditionally associated with document reviews. The contributing factors of these costs usually fall into two 
catergories: the data and the resources. At the outset, fast-approaching disclosure deadlines require experienced resources to deal 
with large sets of unstructured data. Your organisation can avoid these risks by collaborating with a specialist document review 
provider to alleviate strains on your in-house resources and capabilities. Deloitte has the experience and staff to deal with all 
phases of the ediscovery process from collection, processing, hosting, and review, through to production.    

Deloitte’s UK managed document review service effectively responds to these challenges. We provide on-demand, flexible, and cost 
efficient solutions for our clients. We give you the freedom to focus on other matters, coupled with the reassurance that you are 
working with a high quality, trusted partner who can deliver every step of the way.

The Deloitte edge 
Working with a global firm like Deloitte offers the opportunity to collaborate with a market-leading brand who has the ability 
to react rapidly, cross-borders when required, whilst leveraging innovative technological efficiencies, to deliver high quality 
performance and output.

1. Study by Rand Institute for Civil Justice noted that document review accounted for 73% of total eDiscovery costs: Where the Money Goes, Understanding Litigant 
Expenditures for Producing Electronic Discovery, 2012, Nicholas M. Pace and Laura Zakaras.
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Managed Document Review
Reliable, effective review services in an unpredictable world

 • End to end e-Discovery provider

 • Global flexibility

 • Technology innovators

 • High quality performance

 • Secure data management

 • Experienced professionals with deep industry knowledge

 • Documented processes and workflows

 • Detailed and transparent MI and reporting

 • Clear, predictive costs

 • Business continuity planning; alternate working solutions
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Our capabilities
We provide review support on a number of document review workstreams. These services can be provided on an onshore, near-
shore, or offshore basis depending on jurisdiction and your specific requirements.

We leverage our people and technology to elevate discovery performance and reduce costs. Whether supporting on a one off or a 
repeat document review exercise we provide you with valuable early insights, supporting with the overall review strategy, alongside 
a clear, predictive cost framework. By intelligently reducing review volumes and organising data sets, we deliver efficiencies across 
the review, thereby enabling cost savings. 
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Dedicated resources
 • Review managers with over a decade of experience overseeing 

complex, cross-border matters

 • Highly skilled and trained quality and risk analysts

 • Relativity experts with various certifications

 • Legal project management professionals

 • Additional support across the wider firm as and when needed

Remote Working
 • Secure Desktop Anywhere or Deloitte-issued laptops

 • Enhanced confidentiality and personal infrastructure attestation 
documentation

 • Virtual team check-ins

 • Management oversight to ensure pace and quality are enforced

 • Regular and transparent project communications with client

Expert leadership

Business Continuity Solutions

Agile and flexible review models
 • Trusted vendor relationships to scale teams as needed

 • Access to more than 15,000 contractor resources, from 
various jurisdictions and educational background

 • Foreign language, translation, transcription and audio 
resource capabilities 

 • Multiple review centres across central London

Flexible model

Large network
 • On and off-shore review centres 

across member firms

 • Collaboration on cross-border 
engagements

 • Harnessing capabilities of Forensic 
Investigations Experts and our SRA 
authorised Legal services division, 
Deloitte Legal

Global footprint

Security
 • Latest software installed on all 

machines

 • 24/7 security personnel across 
review centres

 • Dedicated, secure review facility for 
document review operations

 • Supported by dedicated IT function

Infrastructure

Technology
 • Technology innovation leveraging 

Relativity, a Deloitte owned review 
platform 

 • Deployment of technology assisted 
review tools such as predictive 
coding, brainspace, email threading, 
clustering, deduplication and 
assisted redaction to reduce review 
populations and provide cost 
savings

 • Robotics and process automation 
specialists

Automation
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An innovative and tailorable approach
Regardless of review size, complexity or location, our Managed Document Review team implements a sound, proven and tested 
methodology across all engagements. The result is a solution, which at its core, prioritises quality and efficiency, whilst offering the scope 
to be tailored to your specific needs and requirements. 

We manage engagements through 
review platforms such as Relativity, XLS, 
Axcelerate and Clearwell, but also have the 
capability to work within legacy or bespoke 
propriety review platforms if required.

Our project sites 
are enabled with 
the level of security, 
client confidentiality, 
and audio-visual 
and IT support that 
you need. We are 
based in the heart of 
London's legal district 
and can tap into our 
Global network to 
engage a number of 
international sites. 

We can deploy our 
existing in-house 
contract reviewers to 
support projects or can 
scale up rapidly to meet 
volume or timeframe 
requirements. Our team 
manage and oversee 
the case, assigning roles 
and responsibilities for 
first level review, quality 
control, redaction, and/or 
privilege review. 

We work with you from the 
start to facilitate efficient set-
up, design, and delivery. Our 
management team investigates 
and identifies any anomalies 
within the review population, 
intelligently batches the 
documents, and raises any initial 
review queries for consideration.

Data collection 
and processing

Infrastructure 
and technology 

Staffing 

Early case 
assessment

Stage one – set up 

We leverage advanced analytics such 
as email threading, de-duplication, 
and predictive coding to streamline 
review.  These efficiencies reduce the 
review universe thereby achieving 
time and cost efficiencies. 

We create robust teams by on 
boarding trusted and experienced 
resources. All reviewers have to 
complete Deloitte's elevated vetting 
prior to project start. Checks 
include an interview, professional 
qualifications verification, right 
to work, DBS, financial probity 
screening and employment checks.
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Initially, technical and substantive 
training is organised to cover 
the project requirements and 
provide reviewers with the tools 
to make them successful. During 
the course of the review we create 
supplemental documentation to 
track rule clarifications, reviewer 
questions and client feedback.

Our quality-checking framework 
includes targeted searches to 
ensure documents are categorised 
accurately as well as a final statistical 
quality assessment to ensure we 
achieve the Deloitte standard of 97% 
coding accuracy against the data set.

  Stage three – project close

First level 
review 

Quality assurance  

Production   

Review close

Our tried and tested quality control process is 
implemented to ensure documents are coded 
according to client requirements. Reviewers 
receive first batch accreditation and on-going 
feedback. This process allows us to identify 
issues early and provide timely feedback to the 
review team to minimise errors. 

The review population is 
finalised and delivered 
to you via a final release 
report for your second level 
review (2L) and sign-off. 
Subsequent to 2L review our 
expert Forensic team assist 
in finalising the production 
population and creating the 
final deliverable.

We conduct a final internal audit of 
the project to ensure that all your 
requirements have been met. 
All data is secured and retained as 
per Deloitte and client protocol. 

Stage two – delivery

We closely monitor review progress 
to ensure we work to client 
expectations. As part of our ongoing 
quality checks, we run daily pace 
metrics and routine quality analysis. 
We can introduce other metrics and 
daily reporting if required.
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Your support and help has been 

exceptional and I am sure we will 

continue working together on future 

projects and specifically taking 

advantage of you being in the UK.

- Global oil & gas industry client 

We really appreciate [Deloitte’s 

Managed Document Review Team] 

being able to ramp up so much quicker 

than normal and we also appreciate 

your help in getting us to disclosure.

- Global pharmaceutical client

Testimonials

Stringent quality control processes 

are in place throughout all workflows 

that ensure risk is minimized when 

handling large review populations 

and complex workflows, with senior 

members overseeing the QC (Quality 

Control) processes.

- Database vendor

You have managed all the 

reviewers across all the different 

tasks and ensured that resources 

are spread effectively according to 

our deadlines...You have kept us all 

up to date with progress, expected 

finish dates…[which] has been 

really useful for our own planning.

- Financial services insolvency client 
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Our experience
Deloitte has over a decade worth of experience in performing document review. Leveraging our managed service allows you to 
focus and develop new, or business as usual operations, whilst entrusting our team to help respond to and effectively manage your 
discovery and disclosure requests. The Managed Document Review team provides an established ‘one-stop shop’ that delivers high 
quality performance while continually taking your needs and requirements into account to tailor our approach.

Data subject access requests

Tax review servicesInternal investigations

Litigation support

Financial crime & insolvencyRegulatory compliance

Helping you to respond to litigation based 
eDiscovery requests (including mergers 

and acquistions). 

On-going support in remaining 
compliant with evolving 

governmental requirements 
and enquiries.

Responding to internal investigations, 
from employment to financial matters, 

mitigating litigation or reputational harm 
or risk. 

Standing-up review teams to review and 
redact third-party personal data within the 
GDPR regulation.

Investigating financial 
misappropriation allegations 
and providing summary reports 
for further consideration.  

Support with document review  
requirements stemming from audit and tax 
based transactions. 
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Case studies

Financial insolvency 
Our specialised team supported a global financial services firm with a complex insolvency 
matter by assessing allegations of financial wrongdoing. Across a population of more than 
five million documents, we researched, reviewed and compiled more than 100 in-depth 
summary reports over a 10 month period.

Financial services 
Leveraging transcription, as well as the native audio files, the multi lingual team (English, 
French, Spanish, Arabic and Italian) categorised more than 100 hours of audio ahead of 
the production deadline.

Financial internal investigation 
In response to a governmental inquiry, we leveraged predictive coding to prioritise and 
categorise over one million documents and successfully reduced the review population 
to 175k documents.   

Pharmaceutical  
We deployed a dual language review team in less than 24 hours to support a redaction 
review of 6,000 lengthy excels. The team leveraged technology assisted review by using the 
blackout redaction tool to ensure the fast approaching production deadline was met.

Economic crime 
Subsequent to successfully leveraging TAR, we reduced the data set from over 1 million 
documents to 130k documents. We then resourced a team with mixed skills and 
qualifications to categorise the documents into 20 issue codes in a 6 week time frame.

Media and telecommunications 
We supported a client to respond to several highly sensitive Data Subject Access 
Requests. The requests involved more than 100k documents for review and redaction of 
third party personal data. We resourced a large team within 24 hours to ensure delivery 
against fast-approaching regulatory deadlines.
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Get in touch
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